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Inspiration

1. Travel and Books

(Australia: David Malouf, 
Remembering Babylon; Egypt: 
Nawal El Saadawi, Woman at 

Point Zero; Vietnam: Ru by Kim 
Thuy;  India: Shantaram by 

Gregory David Roberts and White 
Tiger by Aravind Adiga; Cyprus: 

Bitter Lemons by Lawrence 
Durrell)



2. My Students 

"Representation always has and always will matter to kids of all ages. Our educators have an 

enormous amount of control and influence in this area yet, time and time again, I find that 

students like me are let down. We are either portrayed as our stereotypes, used as comic 

relief or are excluded from classroom discussions altogether. Whether this is through a lack 

of understanding by the authors we read, representation in the poems we analyze, 

conversation surrounding our influence on Canadian history, or people who look like us in 

classrooms, we are extremely misrepresented and underrepresented in school spaces."

 

I don't know if this is exactly what you are looking for so please let me know and I can fix it up a 

bit. 

 Mikayla



Inspiration

3. Disrupting what has always been done or taught

The writers cannot be a mere storyteller; he cannot be a mere teacher; he cannot merely x-ray 
society’s weaknesses, its ills, its perils. He or she [or they] must be actively involved shaping its 

present and its future. 
-Ken Saro-Wiwa, “Trying Times”

“Living as a creative act. 
Self-determination, consent, kindness, and freedom practiced daily in all our relations.

Practices replicated over and over. 
Making as the material basis for experiencing and influencing the world. 

Living with the purpose of generating continual life. 
Our infrastructure for life was relationships, not institutions.

Our orientation for life was internationalist.”

Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, A Short History of the Blockade. University of Alberta Press, 2021. 



Project one: non-Fiction

Students have freedom to select texts of interest and develop their own point of 

inquiry. Last year, we updated the book list to add more contemporary texts and  

encourage more social justice investigations. Students choose text from 15-20 

options, share project proposal via google form, form a point of inquiry 

inspired by the non-fiction text, research and summarize findings create and 

present a podcast or infographic.







Comparative Writing and Connections to 
Sustainable Development Goals

Project two:short 

stories















Student reflections

Through their works “The Embassy of Cambodia” and “Worms”, Zadie Smith and 

Souvankham Thammavongsa respectively discuss how life often plays out similar to a 

sports game with each individual being a player. However, when an individual is 

disadvantaged due to inherent inequality and prejudiced expectations, they are forced 

to become the underdogs in their own lives which often prevents them from succeeding 

in life, or “winning” in this case. Because individuals in these situations may be unable to 

escape from them, it results in them never truly being free something that these authors 

exemplify in their respective pieces of literature. (T.L, 2021). 

https://www.pshares.org/authors/souvankham-thammavongsa
https://www.pshares.org/authors/souvankham-thammavongsa


Student reflections

(T)here is a sense of prosperity that originates from foundations of systemic

oppression and discrimination. In Zadie Smith’s “The Embassy of Cambodia” and Souvankham

Thammavongsa’s “Picking Worms,” discrimination is explored by two anecdotal experiences for

the reader aiming to explore the burdens of being a member of the oppressed class. For both

protagonists in these stories, discrimination is a barrier to empowerment as, in Picking Worms,

the protagonist’s mother is not given a promotion in favour of a younger, and male, employee. In

“The Embassy of Cambodia,” Fatou is a refugee sent to the UK by her father, in the hopes of a

better life, trapped in servitude to a wealthy family and unable to begin integrating into UK

society. These two stories portray how discrimination operates through the lives of two

disenfranchised women in societies that accept systemic oppression and is the primary conflict in

both stories. (S.D, 2021).



Project 3: Graphic tees for 

social change - Grade 10

(stickers work too!)

Literature as the pathway to empathy and understanding: 



issues

The Grizzlies:
 multi-generational trauma, alcoholism, unifying purpose through sports, traditional 

ways, food desert.

13th: 
slavery and mass incarceration in the U.S., systematic oppression

The Motorcycle Diaries: 
social injustices of persecuted mine workers, indigenous  peoples in South America.

Patron Saints of Nothing:
corruption, police state, drug wars, dual loyalty.



What specific action or 

understanding needs to happen to 

begin to address these issues?

 Create a tshirt (visual and text) that compels students to action or thought.



Spoken Word 

and 

Dance: 

H20: 

Go with 

the 

flow

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dh7EjnKNHNw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y061s2BjGb8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTUi8VZAqgU

